Size distribution curves of blood cells in thalassemias and hemoglobin H diseases.
Thalassemias and hemoglobinopathies in Thailand have been examined with a blood cell counter based on electroimpedance principle and obtained size distribution curves of red cells and platelets. Among various disorders, beta-thalassemia/hemoglobin E and homozygous hemoglobin Constant Spring showed severe anemia. Their red cell size distribution curve shifted to the left and overlapped with the platelet size distribution curve. Red cell distribution width expressed by coefficient of variation and the degree of the overlapping were stronger in beta-thalassemia/HbE than HbH. Heterozygous beta-thalassemia showed a narrow red cell distribution curve width with small standard deviation and low England's value. Although the overlapping of size distribution curves cause inaccurate red cell count and platelet count, careful observation of the size distribution curves was proved to have high diagnostic value.